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Benchmark between CDCC and 
Faddeev method



 elastic scatteringd +12 C

1，good overall agreement 

2，Faddeev  and CDCC  

can not reproduce 

backward angles data 

3, coupling is important



 elastic scatteringd +12 C

1，good overall agreement 

2，Coulomb interaction 

Can not be neglected



 breakup12C(d, pn)



 breakup12C(d, pn)



 elastic scatteringd +58 Ni

1，good overall agreement 

2，Coupling effect is 

important



 elastic scatteringp +11 Be



   transfer reactionp(11Be,10 Be)d

Tprior = ⟨Ψ(−)
f |Uxt + Uct − Upt |ϕp χp⟩CDCC-TR*

Disagreement may 

Indicate that here  

CDCC method can  

Not reproduce the  

3B wave function



   breakup reactionp(11Be,10 Be)pn

1，CDCC is not well 

converged 

2，CDCC can only 

Reproduce the 

Shape



 elastic scatteringp +11 Be



elastic scattering involving deuteron



elastic scattering involving deuteron



transfer scattering

Two sets of auxiliary 
 potential  are included 

To test how much of 
The discrepancy can be 

Attributed to the choice of  
Optical potential

Significant discrepancies 
Appear at higher energy



transfer scattering

No dependency of 
The selection of  

The optical potential

Significant discrepancies 
Appear at higher energy



transfer scattering

Discrepancies between 
Optical potentials 

And Faddeev/CDCC

Hard to make conclusion



deuteron breakup

Significant discrepancies  
Appears 

Even taking into 
Account the error estimated 
With model space truncation

This discrepancy 
Is removed when 
Energy goes up



deuteron breakup



deuteron breakup



closed channel

χc → U(−)
L,ηi

(KiR) δcc0
− K0/KiScc0

U(+)
L,ηi

(KiR)

χc → − Scc0
W−ηi,L+1/2 (−2iKiR)

open channel

closed channel

For closed channels matrix is not 
related to observables directly.

S−



closed channel

All channel：converged and match well 

only open channel：significant discrepancy



closed channel

Same calculation but for 
 @ 21MeV10Be(d, pn)10Be

Well converged when 
Including all channels



Summary

1. CDCC is able to provide a good approximation 
to FAGS for elastic scattering. 

2. CDCC is a very good approximation of FAGS at 
reactions around 10 MeV/u, but not so good for 
higher beam energies. 

3. Significant discrepancy occurs when evaluating 
break up reactions. But when energy goes higher,  
CDCC reproduces the FAGS results well. 

4. Inclusion of closed channels may solve the above 
problem.


